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Adventure Tour Guides 2003-01-15

explores how to prepare for and get into the field of adventure guiding and looks at
the daily life of those who choose to work as adventure tour guides

The Alpine Guide 1868

annotation switzerland germany italy france austria the alps extend through them all
and this guide shows you how to experience their excitement and beauty a native of the
german alps the author explores the history flora fauna people and culture foods
festivals adventures cortina st moritz innsbruck chamonix milan zermatt intertaken and
venice are just a few of the magical spots you will visit

The Alpine guide 1873

in a former work i have given some details of the training of an alpine guide so i will
not repeat them here the mountain guides of switzerland form a class unlike any other
yet in the high standard of honour and devotion they display towards those in their
charge one is reminded of two bodies of men especially deserving of respect and
confidence namely the civil guards of spain and the royal irish constabulary like these
the alpine guide oftentimes risks his health strength even his life for persons who are
sometimes in themselves the cause of the peril encountered like these mere bodily
strength and the best will in the world need to be associated with intelligence and
foresight like these also keen fully developed powers of observation are essential a
certain climber of early days has wittily related in the alpine journal a little
anecdote which bears on this point some years ago writes the late mr f craufurd grove a
member of this club was ascending a small and easy peak in company with a famous
oberland guide part of their course lay over a snow field sinking gradually on one side
sharply ended by a precipice on the other the two were walking along not far from the
edge of this precipice when the englishman thinking that an easier path might be made
by going still nearer the edge diverged a little from his companion s track to his
considerable surprise the guide immediately caught hold of him and pulled him back with
a great deal more vigour than ceremony well nigh throwing him down in the operation
wrathful and not disinclined to return the compliment the englishman remonstrated the
guide s only answer was to point to a small crack apparently like scores of other
cracks in the neve which ran for some distance parallel to the edge of the precipice
and about 15 feet from it

Adventure Guide to the Alps 2004-03

adventure tourism is a new rapidly growing area at both practical and academic levels
written at an introductory level adventure tourism provides a basic background and
covers commercial adventure tourism products across a range of adventure tourism
sectors

Alpine Guides Technical Manual 2017

the author has worked to answer all your questions about travel and recreation in a
state so remote this guide attempts to target your interests and save you time money
and effort so that nothing is wasted during your trip because alaska is so big and your
options so varied the guide is organized so you can zero in on the activity or
activities that appeal to you most thirteen chapters focus solely on adventure travel
each devoted to a single activity the five regional chapters that follow focus
primarily on the basics in a given area of the state getting around shopping lodging
dining and entertainment once you ve chosen the adventure of your dreams you can go to
the appropriate regional chapter to get the scoop on the best places in the vicinity to
stay eat buy gear rent a car and learn about local culture and history outdoor
travelers also are likely independent travelers a multitude of companies offer exciting
sounding jaunts to scenic places all over the state but many of these outfits work only



with tour providers such as cruise ship operators to obtain large numbers of clients
per trip thus excluding people who wish to travel on their own in this guide all our
listings are available to independent travelers as well as those in tour groups the
objective is not to provide the most information about destinations or attractions but
rather the most useful information the guide is opinionated and for good reason any
destination or outfitter listed here has made the cut by proving itself a wonderful
place to visit or a reliable company with which to do business if for example you want
to learn more about sea kayaking in alaska you will not be supplied with every
operation in the business and believe us there are many of them competing for your
dollars what you will get is a select assortment of those we consider best and why
after all isn t the point of a guidebook to help you make the most informed choices

Adventures on the Roof of the World 2014-12-23

from the publishers of the unofficial guide to walt disney world a tourist s best
friend chicago sun times indispensable the new york times four great features and
benefits offered only by the unofficial guide lodging and dining rated for quality and
value great ideas for family travel an insider s guide to the top outfitters for every
activity complete planning information for escorted tours or travel on your own

The Alpine Guide 1907

the valais region encompasses switzerland s most rugged terrain our coverage extends
from the gateway city of geneva to the upper reaches of the walliser alps along the
italian frontier visitors are apt to enter the region in geneva a small cosmopolitan
city between the border of france and the western end of lake geneva known in french as
lac leman the city bustles with the business of international organizations plays along
a garden lined lakefront and harbors a pleasant pedestrian old town the city of
lausanne lies across the lake drawing visitors for its own pleasant lakefront and the
olympic games history museum beyond in the valais region protrudes the magnificent
matterhorn peak with famed zermatt at its foot and secluded saas fee just over the hill
in southeastern switzerland next to the border of italy zermatt reclines amid a cluster
of 38 4 000 m peaks above the town towers the distinctive hook of the matterhorn crest
for most visitors zermatt isn t a place to relax it s a place to play and play hard
about 400 km of hiking paths wind through the mountains above zermatt most areas well
served by cableway or mountain train the most spectacular of the trails run through the
sunnegga and rothorn areas winding around lakes skirting glaciers and all within view
of the matterhorn across the valley one of these the marmot trail leads from mid
mountain rothorn at blauherd down to sunnegga via a path lined with several marmot
family groups walkers wanting a closer look at the majestic mountain should try the new
matterhorn trail it drops from the lift station at schwarzsee along the foot of the
matterhorn to stafel to the lake at zmutt and then down to the lift station at furi oco
passing several inviting mountain huts along the way saas fee lies to the east of
zermatt on the opposite side of the towering dom like zermatt the resort is reached via
a climb up the forked valley south of visp oco to reach saas fee drivers at stalden
take the lft fork toward saastal instead of the right fork toward tnsch although only a
few km apart as the crow flies the drive between saas fee and zermatt takes around an
hour also like zermatt the village of saas fee is technically car free served only by a
swarm of electric taxi carts the swarm here however is considerably smaller and less
menacing drivers park in the nine story cliff side garage on the village edge and from
the garage loading bays telephone hotels for pickup visitors arriving by train must bus
in from brig or visp guests here split into two distinct camps oco those who ve come
for the small resort exclusivity and those who ve come for the big mountain recreation
both camps enjoy the views from the allalin where the world s highest revolving
restaurant the drehrestaurant metro alpin does a full rotation each hour steps away
adventurers stroll through the largest ice pavilion in the world the mittelallin
eispavillon a cave carved out of the glacier and embellished with sculptures and a
chapel at the heart of the alps lies switzerland at the heart of switzerland lies the
jungfrau region and at the heart of the jungfrau lies interlaken tucked away in what is
arguably the most spectacular alpine scenery in the world interlaken enjoys renown for



its diversity of outdoor adventures and its role as the jungfrau region s mountain
transportation hub it s an inviting town oco a busy bustling place with back alleys few
tourists take time to explore these are just a few of the swiss gems explored in this
guide equivalent to 160 print pages and loaded with detail on all the restaurants
hotels shops and activities you ll want to know about plus there are maps and photos
throughout this is an excerpt from the much larger adventure guide to the alps which
runs 500 pages in print and covers the german french austrian and italian alps as well

The Alpine Guide 1898

winner of the national outdoor book award national parks are some of the most beautiful
and popular destinations in the united states they re also vast expanses of largely
undeveloped wilderness to make the most of your next national park adventure you ll
want a good guide this full color travel guidebook is the ultimate tool to simplify
your travel planning detailed maps highlighting popular attractions and trailheads help
visualize your itinerary lodging camping and hiking tables make choosing where to stay
and what trails to hike easy hiking is explored in depth but you ll find details
including outfitter essentials on all the most popular activities whether you re
looking to raft the grand canyon see old faithful erupt climb mount rainier or simply
select the perfect place to lay back and stare at the stars you ll find those details
too tips and recommendations from the author help you decide when to visit and how to
avoid crowds hundreds of lists put the best of america s best idea at your fingertips a
dozen suggested road trips including hundreds of noteworthy stops beyond the parks
provide the building blocks for a trip of a lifetime the completely updated third
edition features more than 150 large maps and 100 easy to read tables 550 new photos
showcase our most scenic treasures before you set foot in them when you do you ll want
to maximize time on your next national park adventure by planning it with the help of a
good guide let this book be your guide to the national parks

Adventure Tourism 2006-10-24

the most detailed up to date guide to traveling the highway from bc through the yukon
and alaska to prudhoe bay fairbanks anchorage dawson city skagway denali national park
valdez these are just some of the destinations covered also included are details on
alternate highways such as the stewart cassiar the yellowhead top of the world the
richardson and glenn highways the authors talk about where to find wildlife and how to
get the best photos they share their knowledge about the most coveted camping areas
they tell you which historic sites you should take in an entire chapter is dedicated to
the alaska marine highway a ferry service that serves as a lifeline to alaska s coastal
towns 30 maps color photos

Alaska Adventure Guide 2011-01-15

we travel to grow our adventure guides show you how experience the places you visit
more directly freshly intensely than you would otherwise sometimes best done on foot in
a canoe or through cultural adventures like art courses cooking classes learning the
language meeting the people joining in the festivals and celebrations this can make
your trip life changing unforgettable all of the detailed information you need is here
about the hotels restaurants shopping sightseeing but we also lead you to new
discoveries turning corners you haven t turned before helping you to interact with the
world in new ways that s what makes our adventure guides unique written by a native new
zealander this guide covers every region and town with in depth information on the
maori culture the remarkable places to stay and eat vineyard tours cooking schools
thermal springs albatross and whale encounters scenic drives and more canoe the
whanganui river ride in a hot air balloon hike the waikaremoana track explore whirikana
forest park take a glacier tour there s even a section on how to talk kiwi english
photos maps print edition is 622 pages the book is great i love the references the
personal touches and for me the descriptions and comments make me feel like i am
already there richard hart an activity guide packed with detail on everything from
horseback riding and camping to fishing cruising hiking and more chapters are organized



regionally and make it easy to look up local accommodations and eateries inland and
water adventures and even small local maps for quick consultation midwest book review
the perfect companion for planning rutgers magazine these useful travel guides are
highly recommended library journal

The Unofficial Guide to Adventure Travel in Alaska
2008-03-04

backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling
them to go more places and enjoy nature more often the authority on active adventure
backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose
editors personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish
backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor recognizing design feature and
product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor
industry awards are measured

The Swiss Alps Travel Adventures 2014-06-30

a detailed guide to every aspect of the destination history culture foods restaurants
hotels sightseeing things to do written by an author who knows the place intimately and
is a long time resident the history and culture the climbs hikes and walks the rivers
trips it s all here

Alpine Adventure 1878

backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling
them to go more places and enjoy nature more often the authority on active adventure
backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose
editors personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish
backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor recognizing design feature and
product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor
industry awards are measured

Your Guide to the National Parks 2022-05-03

a fantastic guide to the best outdoor fun in the pacific northwest covering oregon
washington victoria and vancouver in british columbia and far northern california this
ever popular region offers unlimited opportunities for the active traveler and this
book shows you where when and how to find them kayaking hiking cycling trekking
horseback riding boating and more to fill your days with adventure sightseeing museums
galleries theaters and picnicking will take care of your down time maps photos most
people are aware that the space needle is in seattle and that the columbia river gorge
is a must see on any trip to the northwest but where should you turn for information
about watching the killer whales orcas among washington s gorgeous san juan islands
fishing along the rugged oregon coast hiking in country said to be frequented by
bigfoot himself parasailing over puget sound engaging some llamas to carry your gear on
a camping trip to the high country and much much more adventure guide to the pacific
northwest will take you where you want to go reader adventure guide to the pacific
northwest by don marjorie young is a hunter travel guide which i can also highly
recommend we love traveling in the pacific northwest but there is so very much to see i
couldn t imagine how they could get it all into one book but they have done a very good
job of it the organization of the book makes it easy to find just what you want in each
area from restaurants and places to stay in all price ranges tours camping information
sources maps etc i especially like the sections called adventures which have separate
categories for on foot horseback wheels water and snow this is a guide worth having and
nominally priced bonnie neely



Adventure Guide Alaska Highway 2006

evaluates ski resorts in north america and gives information on conditions lodging and
non skiing activities including snowboarding facilities

Alpine Adventure: Narratvies of Travel and Research in the
Alps 1878

this region offers many opportunities for the adventurous traveller and this book aims
to list the best of them it is part of a series focusing on outdoor activities such as
hiking biking rock climbing horseback riding downhill skiing parasailing backpacking
waterskiing and scuba diving

The Alpine guide 1869

for more than twenty years the insiders guide series has been the essential source for
in depth travel and relocation information from true insiders whose personal practical
perspective gives you everything you need to know whether you re just zipping through
colorado s mountains or settling into a new mountain lifestyle there s something
enchanting about their out of the way little valleys high alpine meadows old mining
towns and yes modern ski megalopolises this authoritative guide shows you how to
navigate each of the region s unique areas from steamboat springs to aspen and on south
to durango where you ll discover everything from the best powder to fine dining with a
view inside you ll find countless details on how to live and thrive in the area from
the best shopping to the lowdown on real estate the inside scoop on the best ski
resorts as well as on attractions the arts and summer activities such as golfing
fishing camping backpacking and health spas comprehensive listings of restaurants
accommodations and popular events sections dedicated to chil dren and retirement

The Alpine Guide. With Maps 1866

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of adventures on the roof of
the world by aubrey mrs le blond digicat publishing considers every written word to be
a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic
of world literature

Adventure Guide to New Zealand 2005

experience the inimitable natural beauty of the last frontier the breathtaking sights
to be found in the state of alaska defy comparison a vast and remote region of mostly
untouched nature alaska is truly a destination best explored by car veteran author
photographer and alaska explorer taz tally provides turn by turn directions stunning
photographs and detailed visitor s information for the very best drives and detours in
the state following the sage wisdom tally has gained from decades of driving hiking and
photographing alaska s wide territory you wan t waste a second of your journey whether
you re looking to drive along alaska s incredible shores or bask in the majesty of
denali north america s tallest peak backroads byways of alaska is an essential
companion

The Early Alpine Guides 1950

a much needed contribution to the expanding interest in the history of travel and
travel writing voyages and visions is the first attempt to sketch a cultural history of
travel from the sixteenth century to the present day the essays address the theme of
travel as a historical literary and imaginative process focusing on significant
episodes and encounters in world history the contributors to this collection include



historians of art and of science anthropologists literary critics and mainstream
cultural historians their essays encompass a challenging range of subjects including
the explorations of south america india and mexico mountaineering in the himalayas
space travel science fiction and american post war travel fiction voyages and visions
is truly interdisciplinary and essential reading for anyone interested in travel
writing with essays by kasia boddy michael bravo peter burke melissa calaresu jesus
maria carillo castillo peter hansen edward james nigel leask joan pau rubies and wes
williams

Backpacker 1986-05

lonely planet norway is your most up to date advice on what to see and skip and what
hidden discoveries await you visit oslo norway s cultural capital hike glacier strewn
high country or simply hope to catch the elusive northern lights all with your trusted
travel companion

Adventure Guide to Switzerland 2011-04-15

in the 87 issues of snow country published between 1988 and 1999 the reader can find
the defining coverage of mountain resorts ski technique and equipment racing cross
country touring and the growing sport of snowboarding during a period of radical change
the award winning magazine of mountain sports and living tracks the environmental
impact of ski area development and people moving to the mountains to work and live

Backpacker 1987-03

backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling
them to go more places and enjoy nature more often the authority on active adventure
backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose
editors personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish
backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor recognizing design feature and
product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor
industry awards are measured

Environmental Assessment 2000

lonely planet the world s number one travel guide publisher lonely planet scandinavia
is your passport to the most relevant up to date advice on what to see and skip and
what hidden discoveries await you sail norway s fjords or hike miles and miles of
wilderness stare in wonder at the aurora borealis and sink back into iceland s
geothermal pools amidst mind bending scenery all with your trusted travel companion get
to the heart of scandinavia and begin your journey now inside lonely planet s
scandinavia full colour maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries help you
tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at
your fingertips hours of operation phone numbers websites transit tips prices honest
reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing going out shopping hidden gems that
most guidebooks miss cultural insights provide a richer more rewarding travel
experience covering history art literature music architecture landscapes wildlife
design covers iceland reykjavik the blue lagoon and the golden circle norway oslo
norway s fjords sweden stockholm gothenburg denmark copenhagen tallinn estonia finland
helsinki lakeland finland the far north and the arctic circle and more ebook features
best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones downloadable pdf and offline maps prevent
roaming and data charges effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews add
notes to personalise your guidebook experience seamlessly flip between pages bookmarks
and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash embedded links to
recommendations websites zoom in maps and images inbuilt dictionary for quick
referencing the perfect choice lonely planet scandinavia is our most comprehensive
guide to the region and is perfect for discovering both popular and offbeat experiences



about lonely planet lonely planet is a leading travel media company and the world s
number one travel guidebook brand providing both inspiring and trustworthy information
for every kind of traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145
million guidebooks and grown a dedicated passionate global community of travelers you
ll also find our content online and in mobile apps video 14 languages nine
international magazines armchair and lifestyle books ebooks and more important notice
the digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the
physical edition

Pacific Northwest Adventure Guide 2009-10-24

dk eyewitness travel guide new zealand will lead you straight to the best attractions
this country has to offer this fully updated guide includes illustrated 3 d cutaways
and floor plans of must see sights and street by street maps of cities and towns dk
eyewitness travel guide new zealand explores the country s maori heritage flora and
fauna beaches and national parks focusing on the best scenic routes from which to
explore the diverse new zealand landscape from the glistening glaciers on the west
coast to the surfers paradise on central north island this fully updated guidebook
provides insider tips every visitor needs to know about the best restaurants bars shops
hotels and attractions in new zealand what s new in dk eyewitness travel guides new
itineraries based on length of stay regional destinations and themes brand new hotel
and restaurants listings including dk s choice recommendations restaurant locations
plotted on redrawn area maps and listed with sights redesigned and refreshed interiors
make the guides even easier to read with hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn
illustrations and custom maps that brighten every page dk eyewitness travel guide new
zealand truly shows you this destination as no one else can now available in pdf format

Leocha's Ski Snowboard America (2009) 2008-10-15

new expanded edition the world s best full color travel guides just got better this
volume in the award winning eyewitness travel guides series show new zealand as it has
never been shown before with the help of this guide you can explore the sites with 3 d
cutaways and get the inside scoop on the best restaurants museums shops markets
festivals art and more the best just keeps getting better great maps and plenty of
hotel and restaurant recommendations make sure your visit is fun and hassle free

Adventure Guide to the Pacific Northwest 1999

backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling
them to go more places and enjoy nature more often the authority on active adventure
backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose
editors personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish
backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor recognizing design feature and
product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor
industry awards are measured

Insiders' Guide® to Colorado's Mountains 2009-10-14

Adventures on the Roof of the World 2022-09-04

Backroads & Byways of Alaska (First Edition) (Backroads &
Byways) 2018-04-24
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